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SPECIAL REPORT
A STEP BY STEP
SACRED SELF CARE MAKEOVER
FOR SOUL WORKERS
“Your Success in Caring for the World Starts with Caring for Yourself!”

by Janice Masters, The Everyday Joy Coach
www.JaniceMasters.com

If you know someone who would like this report, send them to
www.JaniceMasters.com where they can get the report AND all the
other free information I give away once they are on my free gift list.

Dear Soul Workers,
This report is for all of you Sacred Purpose Workers, World Servers,
coaches, healers, authors, energy workers, artists, teachers, therapists,
spiritual entrepreneurs, and in fact anyone who feels s/he is doing the
work of his or her Heart and Soul.
Perhaps you are a new Soul Worker, or someone who has been doing
your Soul Work for some time and finds things shifting and changing, or
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a veteran Soul Worker who dreams of taking things bigger. Or you may
be one who simply wishes to improve your well-being, and your
functioning as a spiritual business owner and operator. My aim with
this Report is to shed some Light on the path out of the challenges
you’ve been facing in bringing your Soul Work out into the World.
WHAT IF you could keep your emotional equilibrium no matter who is
around you?
WHAT IF your energy supply could truly support all of the dreams you
have for your Soul Work and your Soulful, JOYful Life?
WHAT IF you could wake up every morning eager for the day and all it
brings because you know you can handle and navigate whatever
comes?
WHAT If you could hold steady with your focus and your intentions
for your Soul Work in alignment with your highest dreams?

All of that and much more is possible for you with what I’m going to
share with you. You don’t need to continue to be overwhelmed with
information, overloaded emotionally, energetically depleted, drained
by the drama of others, believing that the sensitive nature that brings
your Gifts is the same one that often makes it feel impossible to share
them, and left feeling like you might not have what it takes to create
the Soul Work of your dreams after all.
I know this report will show you a way of operating at optimum energy,
with a higher vibration, and creating a sturdy foundation that will
become the springboard for your exciting, fulfilling, lucrative Soul
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Work Business. And I believe you will become aware of the source of
some of your personal and business challenges and learn some new
ways of dealing effectively with them.

You know you have gifts. You know you came in with amazing abilities.
Bottom line: you know you’re Special and you are ready to help the
ones who are waiting for you. You are eager to make a prosperous
business of this work you have been given to do…what you have been
called to do. And somehow, it’s just not coming together. This is for
YOU!
First of all, I want you to take a breath and remember how AMAZING
you are! Remember the PASSION you have for using your gifts for
helping others to HEAL and THRIVE. Remember how you have used
your GIFTS to heal yourself in your own life. Remember that you do,
indeed, have a SOUL PLAN, a Soul Agreement and you will not rest until
you are in fulfillment of it and all that it entails.

I know very well from personal experience and working with amazing
Soul Worker clients and students how eager you are to do your Soul
Work, the Sacred Purpose Work that you came into the World to do to
serve others. And if you're feeling frustrated, if you're feeling stymied,
if you're feeling that the energy is stuck and not moving toward the
activation of your soul work in the world, then perhaps there is an issue
for us to look at first. I know this is been true for me in my life and my
career as a Soul Worker.
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The issue that we may need to look at before you can actually,
creatively, energetically, and powerfully launch your Soul Work into the
World successfully is that of Sacred Self Care. Caring for your Sacred
Self--your mind, your body, your energy, your heart and soul, is of the
utmost importance to prepare you for doing this Soul Work in the
World. So many people who have tremendous and powerful gifts and
talents that can be used to serve others, to help others to heal, have
often paid more attention to serving others than caring for
themselves.
The energy of these times, these days, does not allow for that any
longer. What you may have "gotten away with" in the past you cannot
any longer because there is a powerful “transparency effect” at work
now. What I mean by that is that who you are from the inside-out is
easily discernible on a vibrational level to all those who are drawn to
working with you, and so it is the old question of “putting your money
where your mouth is” in terms of doing for yourself what you know
your clients need to do for themselves. The healing must start with
you. You have no doubt already done much healing of yourself,
and….you must commit to and offer Sacred Self Care to yourself on an
ongoing, consistent basis. You must offer yourself Sacred Self Care that
demonstrates self-esteem, self love, self-respect, balance and harmony
within yourself, within your relationships with others, and with the
world.

There are many levels or aspects of the Sacred Self Care to which I refer
in this Special Report. And the first aspect is that of caring for your
body. You do live in a physical body in the physical world. You, like
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many who are traveling on a spiritual path, possess tremendous and
powerful gifts to serve others. The problem arises when quite often
you are more comfortable inhabiting the ethers, the higher, airier
energies than you are living in a physical body, in the physical world.
The time for that is long gone. It’s OVER! You DID come to this physical
world and you DO live in a physical body, and so do those whom you
wish to serve! So I say this lightly and with love, but in all flat-out
seriousness: GET OVER IT!!! You cannot continue the story of 'I don't
know why I chose to come to Earth', ‘I don’t belong here’ and similar
stories and get to do your Soul Work. You simply cannot. It doesn’t
work! Not any more.

So NOW is the time for you to offer Sacred Self Care to of ALL OF YOU,
every single aspect of YOU. This means caring for yourself physically,
emotionally, mentally, energetically, relationally, recreationally,
financially---yes, money IS of the physical world, isn't it!!
Now it may well be that you are taking very good care of yourself in
some of these areas, and if so, great! This positions you well to do your
Soul Work. However, many of us, myself included, opted not to take
Body along for the ride, so to speak, on our spiritual journey thus far.
We mistakenly thought we could do without. And now, we MUST. No
two ways about it. Sacred Embodiment is the spiritual path now for
us.
Now, I've taught an entire, in-depth five-week class on Sacred Self Care
for Highly Sensitive People & Empaths and I can't give you all of the
nitty gritty from that class here, but I can recommend that you pay
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close attention to assess whether or not you are providing adequate,
if not abundant, Sacred Self Care with respect to:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Physical Body
Boundaries,
Limits,
Self-Talk,
Energetic Protection,
Emotional Sovereignty (not taking on the emotions of others),
Full Participation in the physical world,
And more…

We are aiming for reasonable balance and harmony among these
aspects...not a complete overhaul of your personality! Let me be clear:
This is NOT about fixing you! You are FINE the way you are…and
improving your Sacred Self Care is a GOOD THING, a LOVING THING!
Sacred Self Care actually demonstrates a very deep level of Self
Acceptance and Self love. Nothing to fix. Nothing wrong. Nothing is a
problem. All is well. And….consciousness keeps inviting us to expand
and expand and expand into deeper and higher levels of love, peace,
harmony, JOY….

There is nothing that will keep you from succeeding in offering your
Soul Work to the World and succeeding with it, prospering with it,
more than a lack of Sacred Self Care to support you in the world in the
best, strongest, sturdiest, most respectful and loving ways possible.
Everyday Joy Coaching, All Rights Reserved, 201
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So start now by examining where you are doing a great job of this for
yourself, and where you are falling short. In fact, use this simple
assessment tool to see just what your Sacred Self Care ‘landscape’
looks like.
Simply note where your Self Care falls in each area on the scale of 1 to
10, 1 being the lowest and 10 being the highest level.
•

Physical Body 1---------------------------------------------10

•

Boundaries 1------------------------------------------------10

•

Limits 1-------------------------------------------------------10

•

Self-Talk 1----------------------------------------------------10

•

Energetic Protection 1------------------------------------10

•

Emotional Sovereignty 1------------------------------- 10

•

Full Participation 1----------------------------------------10

I can do all the work in the world (pun intended lol) with you to clarify
your gifts, your talents for healing, your people, your path for your Soul
Work, even connecting with them Soul to Soul, but if you're not
supported by loving, respectful, compassionate Sacred Self Care it
probably won't get off the ground the way you hope it will.
There may likely be:
• stumbling blocks,
• issues of ‘feeling safe in the world’,
• apprehensions about being highly visible,
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•
•
•
•
•
•

difficulties with client relationships,
energetic depletion,
emotional overload,
focus issues,
follow-through challenges
and more…..

And much of it may even be unconscious. You will simply be puzzled
about why you’re not faring better in your Soul Work business. You
won’t understand why you don’t ‘get it’.
Now, I don’t want you to have to dig into each and every childhood
memory or experience that may have given rise to these challenges. I
want you to be able to take powerful, inspired actions of Sacred Self
Care to correct and re-align the existing energy and behavior and
emotional patterns.
The wonderful thing about the supporting energies these days is that
rapid healing is available to us in ways it never was before. So you
don’t have to spend the next hundred years (yes, an exaggeration, but
one I’m fond of using! lol) unraveling and figuring out and undoing the
past. Let it be like the wake of a boat…going, going, gone! Instead,
apply high intentions, empowered actions and renewed visions for
yourself. As you do this, you will find yourself expanding and elevating
yourself into more Love, more Peace, more JOY! This is where your true
abundance lies.
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So, think of it this way: every time you offer yourself Sacred Self Care
of one kind or another, it's as if you are depositing money into a bank
account. Your Sacred Self Care is the energetic currency you then draw
from to be able to do your Soul Work in the World. So you want to be
really, really rich in Sacred Self Care! You know those people who
never have to think about what things cost because they are so
financially well off? Well, that’s exactly how ‘well off’ I want you to be
with respect to your energy currency! Do you get that? I hope so!
As I mentioned earlier, I can’t give you everything you need to know
about Sacred Self Care here in this Special Report but here are some
great tips to get you started:

1. Pay attention to your diet. I know this subject has been beaten to
within an inch of its life, but the food that you put into your body
really does matter energetically. This is one of my ‘tricky’ areas in
which I am committed to a higher level of Sacred Self Care, and I
have been making awesome changes that make a huge difference
in how I feel, live and act in my body. If you have already begun
to make healthy changes to your diet, then perhaps take a look at
the deeper level of how you are using food. Sometimes it’s not
about the food, per se, but about how we are using it. Are you
using food to fill in gaps in your life that should be filled by
people, experiences, etc.? Are you overeating to deal with stress?
Are you using it to numb out emotions that are uncomfortable?
Ask yourself the hard questions about this and then determine
what you may need to do to shift those kinds of patterns so that
you can begin to incorporate more foods that support you
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energetically rather than dampening you energetically. It's really
vitally important.

2. How much and what kinds of activity and exercise do you engage
in? Are you taking your more sensitive nature into
consideration? Or do you “should on” yourself by insisting on gym
memberships, running, or other activities that are not in
alignment with your nature? Do you experiment with yoga,
pilates, dance, biking, tennis, and other more conscious forms of
exercise? Only you can determine what is a good fit, what moves
your energy the best, and what feels wonderful and JOYful to you.
If you choose based on those criteria you will be honoring your
need for Sacred Self Care beautifully.

3. Look at your interactions in relationships. How effective are you at
setting and holding boundaries and limits that are respectful of
you and your needs, your sensitivity and your energy patterns?
Are there people in your life with whom you find this more
difficult than with others? How do you deal with them? What did
you learn in childhood about your right to set personal
boundaries and limits? You are the one responsible for knowing
what your boundaries and your limits are, and for holding them
no matter what other people need from you, no matter their
energetic differences from you. This is a very tall order for some
people, especially if you have grown up in abusive conditions. It’s
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another vitally important area. And it applies to your
relationships with clients and students as well as friends and
family! You will finally feel SAFE enough to really do your Soul
Work in the World when you master this.

4. How about your Self-Talk? (Did you know, when we talk to others
we speak at a certain rate of words per minute and that rate is
multiplied hundreds of times over when we are speaking to
ourselves. Do you see how important this self-talk thing is?) Do
you talk to yourself with kindness and compassion as you would
to a beloved child? Or are there parts of you (most of us have
these!) that are unkind, pushy, critical, perfectionistic and even
mean to you. I recently discovered and confronted a ‘Meanie’ in
me, I had a very strong emotional response when I became
conscious of just how mean this self-talk was…it actually left me
sobbing at how hurt I felt. I instantly confronted and put a stop to
it! You can too—you have a lot more power with this kind of
thing than you might imagine. You never have to be your own
victim! You can instead be your own champion! Pay attention to
the dialogue under the surface and insist on kindness and
compassion when dealing with yourself and your struggles (we all
have those too!)

5. Mine? Not Mine? How good are you at making sure that you are
not taking on the emotions of other people? Those of us who are
highly sensitive and empathic may be experiencing this
phenomenon quite regularly because our emotional boundaries
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are very porous and much of the time we don't know whether
our feelings belong to us or someone else. So then it becomes
very important to ask the question when you are feeling
something emotionally "Is this mine or is this not mine?” If you
find yourself feeling something and when you inquire with
yourself, you discern that you have taken on emotions that are
Not Yours, then send it back with Love, or just send it out to the
Universe to be incorporated and reused. It can be that simple,
but you have to be asking the question…and you have to be
asking it frequently throughout the day. And remember, this can
just as easily happen at the grocery store, as in an interaction with
someone close to you.

6. Energy Hygiene. How regularly do you ground, and center, and
clear your sovereign energetic space? It is amazing to me the
number of people I encounter who are highly sensitive and highly
empathic who do not do or have what I call a Daily Energetic
Hygiene Practice. This practice is made up of a few simple energy
visualizations that are essential for you. Personally, I do them
morning and evening without fail, and they make all the
difference in the world for me in maintaining my emotional
equilibrium. And they will for you too! Especially these days with
the energy shifting and moving, and catapulting us around so
strongly, it's even more important for us to practice our Daily
Energy Hygiene. There are very simple visualization techniques
which you can use to ground yourself, to center yourself, to clear
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your energy field, to refresh your energy field, and to invite in
energy that will support you throughout the day.
For example, imagine sending Light from your Heart down
through your body and out the soles of your feet deep into Mother
Earth, then bringing that Light back up from the Earth into your
Heart. In the same way send Heart Light up and out through the
crown of your head into the farthest reaches of the Universe and
back down into your Heart. Now imagine a colored Light above
your head (let your intuition tell you what color) entering through
the crown of your head, moving down through your head and
body, flushing out all energy that is not yours, or that does not
serve you, cleansing and refreshing your body and mind and filling
you with pure, light, clean, wholesome Light energy.
Simple, easy, only takes a few moments.
Another aspect of living in your physical body in the physical world is
that of being visible enough in the World that the ones who are waiting
for you to help them with your Soul Work can find you!!!. This alone
merits a Special Report all its own! I’m guessing you’ve thought about
this to a certain extent, so just be honest with yourself about where
you are with respect to visibility and how you can become sturdier
with Sacred Self Care to push the envelope.)
I hope that this Special Report has been helpful for you and that it has
given you a sense of the importance, the vital nature, of Sacred Self
Care as you commit yourself to bringing your Soul Work to the World in
a hugely successful, fulfilling and prosperous way.
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Sacred Self Care is part of my program of Self and Business
Development for Soul Workers. You are on a Journey as a Soul Worker
and this nurturing, empowering, program has been created to lead you
into your Ease, Authenticity, Fulfillment, Success, and Prosperity.
Depending on where you are on your Journey as a Soul Worker you
may want to focus on:
1. Sacred Self Care Makeover -- Acknowledgment
2. Sacred Purpose Midwifery for Birthing your Soul Work -Surrender
3. Soul to Soul Marketing for Perfect Clients & More Money -Alignment
4. Everyday Joy and Prosperity for Freedom and Possibility –
Acceptance

Where Do You Find Yourself on Your Journey Right Now? Are you
trying to skip a step or two? There is a perfect kind of order to the
unfolding of your Journey. So, right now take some time to answer
these questions.
At which stage of your Journey do you find yourself right now?
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
What sorts of things might you do in order to succeed at this stage
before proceeding to the next?
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
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How can bring more ease, less stress, more JOY to this current stage
of your Journey?
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________

What might you begin to open to in order to prepare yourself for the
next stage of your Journey?
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________

“I would LOVE to coach you into your SELF
CARE, your SOUL WORK, your GREATNESS,
your SUCCESS!”
Get a 1 to 1 Laser Coaching Session with Me Over the
Phone to Get Clear on Where You Are, Where You’re
Going and How You’re Going To Get There with Your
SOUL WORK BUSINESS, or Your SOULFUL PERSONAL
LIFE In 45-Minutes.
I Call These “GET YOUR SPARKLE ON!” Sessions.
We’ll take a few minutes to warm up and then, because
I ‘get it’ very quickly, we’ll be off and running. I’ll ask a
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lot of questions, you’ll give me a lot of information, and
I’ll be ‘tuned in’, listening and integrating, so that I can
best guide you into your Plan, your Strategy and your
Steps.
You Will Get an mp3 Recording of Your Session so You
Can Relax, Be Fully Present during the Session, and
Afterwards You Can Listen Again and Again.
Click here to make a payment for this session. Once payment
has been made, my assistant or I will be in contact you within
48 hours to schedule it.

The world needs you right now. My clients will tell you that they hear
me say this quite often. It's true now more than ever. The world does
need you and your gifts and your talents and your ability to serve the
people who are waiting for you, to help them learn to heal
themselves and, in turn, bring their healing energy to those they
touch, and so on and so on and so. If I can participate with you on your
Journey and support you in this JOYFUL endeavor it would be my
honor, my pleasure, and I would LOVE to!

Many of my clients tell me that they’ve experienced major Insights,
Energy Shifts and Breakthroughs in one 45-Minute Laser Coaching
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Session with me. And you can too! That’s because I bring my Full
Attention, my Deep Intuition, my Expert Perspective, and my Belief in
YOU, along with my Ability to Ride the Fast Moving Wave of Energy
available to us right now!
My knowing is that your Soul Work, or Soulful Life is ALREADY within
you right now. Given what human evolution is like and how fast we’ve
been evolving lately, it’s usually just a case of catching Your
Personality Up with Your Soul!! How exciting is THAT!!
I have worked with Soul Workers from all walks of life including: Opera
Singers, Artists, Songwriters, Teachers, Doctors, Acupuncture
Physicians, Mom Entrepreneurs, Massage Therapist, Psychotherapists,
Nutritional Counselors, Managers, Lawyers, Students, Musicians,
Energy Healers, Book Publishers, Tarot Card Readers, Life Coaches, Real
Estate Brokers, Web Designers…those with no business experience at
all, or in a totally different line of work, and those whose Soul Work is
done amongst their Loved Ones.
And I would LOVE to work with you to help you bring your Gifts and
your Love and your Light to the World!

As always,
Love you, Bless you…
Janice Masters, The Everyday Joy Coach
www.JaniceMasters.com
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